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I

Il-
It-t'-t--- _I--- O R pattern of shapes can be summarised

LrL[][:[_[_r
a How many matches are needed to make

4 squares?

(O ro complete a pattern of numbers we first
determine the rule and then use it to find
other numbers.
Examples:
a Complete the sequence 32, 5'1,70,89, 

-The sequence is counting forward by 19.

Next number = 89 + 19

=89+20-1
- 109 - 1

= 109
The next number is 108.

b What is the missing number in this
sequence: 256,128,64, 

- 
"16,8

The pattern is dividin g by 2.

Missins number 

=2:*,-J-

The missing number is 32.

into a table.
Example: Matches are used to form a

pattern of squares.

b What is the missing number?
4x6 +2=24 +2

=26

O an unknown number can be found.

1

,

\
12

The matches used are 4,7, 10, ?
The next number is 13

b Complete the table:

Squares 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Matches 4 7 10 '13

The three entries are 16, 19,22

Write in words the rule for the bottom row.
The bottom number is 3 times the top
number plus 1.

How many matches are needed for
20 squares?
Using the rule in c, 3 x 20 + 1 = 61

€) a tuUt" can be completed by determining
the rule, or pattern.
Example:

What is the rule?
The bottom number
number plus 2.

is four times the top

@ uumber sentences can be completed by
finding the missing value.
Examples: Find the missing value.

5*l I=3x4
As 3 x 4 = 12, then the missing number
is7as5+7=12
6xl l=3
Replace the missing number with the
phrase, 'what number': 6 times'what

number' is 3. This means the number is

Example: I am thinking of a number so that
when I double it and add 5, I get 17.

What is the number?
2 times'what number' + 5 = 17

This means, 2 times'what number'=
The number is 6. ,

Top 1 2 3 4 5 6

Bottom 6 10 14 18 22 7

@ a solution can be cheqked by substituting
different numbers in the original question.
Example: Half of a certain number plus six

is equal to ten. Find the number.
A2 84 C5 D8
Check each of the choices:
2: Halfof2+6=1+6*10
3:Half of 4+ 5=2+O\fO
6:Halfof6+6=3+6+10
8: HalfofS+6=4+6=10
The number is 8.

€) lnr"rr" operations are useful when solving
number sentences. lnverse operations are
addition and subtraction, multiplication and
division.
Examples: Find the missing value in

a 95+l l=198
The inverse of additionis subtraction:

E*0.4 =0.6
The inverse of division is multiplication
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@ Fastest trip is the 0817 from Jeffersen
arriving in Bradley at 0836.
This is a trip time of 36 - 17 = 19 min

O fh" pattern is counting forward by 13:
91+13=104
The missing value is 104.

O fh" pattern is counting forward by
4 26
555

.1
- 

t-
5

The missing value is 1 *.

2.
5'

€) rh" pattern is counting forward by 0.7:
1.6+0.7 =2.3
The missing value is 2.3.

@ Continue the pattern: 16, 12, B, 4, O, 4, ...
The sixth number is -4.

O fh" rule: 'bottom number = double the
top number and then addT'

=2x3 +7
=6+7
-13

The value of X is 13.

@ P.ta"rn of matches :3, 5,7, g, 

-The next number is 11

This means 11 matches for 5 triangles.

O Continuing the pattern:, ... g, 11, 13, 15, 17
The value of X is 17.

[Also, the rule is Matches - 2 x triangles + 1]

@ fop row is counting forward by 5, and the
bottom row is counting backward by 5.
This means X- 27 and Y = 33.

O fh" pattern is 1, 3, 6, 10, ...
The differences are 2,3, 4, etc.
The next number is 10 + 5 = 15.

@ fh" pattern of dots is 1, 3, 6, 10, 15,21, ...
The number X is 2'1.
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@ at 2ss - 
-- 

86,
then 295 - 86 = 

-The missing number is 209.

2'g'5
86

@ ar 4x - -2 - 18 then 4 x 
- = 2o

209

then the missing number is 5.

@ wort< backwards from Jack's answer by
using the inverse operations:
24-6 is 18, then halve which is 9.
Jack started with 9; check by substituting.

@ ro - third of a number = 6
This means that a third of the number is 4
The number must be 12.
Check by substitution:
10 - third of 12 is 6 ... correct.

(D +e + 
- 

+ 5 = '13 means 48 + 

- 
= 8

This means the missing number is 6,

as48+6=8.

@ gg,98, 103, 108, 113, :..
This means the missing number is 113.

(D ft," number of dots is 1, 5, 9, ...
The pattern is cointing forward by 4
The next number is 13.

@ rh" pattern is 1, 5, g, 13, 17,21, ...
As 21 is the 6th term, there are 21 dots in
Fig 6.

1C 2 B 3D 4102 5A 6D 7D 8C 9B 10A
11 C12B 13B 14A 15816D
EXPLANATIONS

O u"a.h"s = 2 x triangles + 1

Thismeans2x6+ 1=13.
[We could have extended the pattern:
3,5,7,9,11, 137

€) rro, question 1, Matches - 2 x triangles + 1

then2x10+1=21
You need 21 matches to make 10 triangles.

€) Again, from question 1,

Matches - 2 x triangles + 1

then2x50+1=101



O fh" angle is obviously more than a right
angle (90') and less than a straight angle
(180'). The angle is about 120".

@ , = 180 - 50 (straight angle - 180")

= 130

@ * =180-(100 + 30) (angles in A= 180")

= 180 - 130

=50
@ Wi,h angles of 100', 30'and 50", the

triangle is scalene.

€) af f angles equal and therefore equal to 60'.

@ R r,horbus has all sides equal and the
diagonals are of different lengths.

(D a quaOrant is not shown on the diagram.

@ An isosceles triangle has 1 axis of symmetry.
(D nn equi,lateral triangle has an order of

rotational symmetry of 3.

@ fh" sides have been doubled in size.
This means - 

=r*Z",(D n, 3 x 15 = 45, diameter is 45 cm.

@ wi,r,.s faces, 9 edges and 6 verilpes, the
shape is a triangular prism.

@ rh" cross-section would be a rectangle.

The net consists of 2 triangles and
3 rectangles.

@ n i, south-east of J.

1C 2 B 3 D 4 D 5 D
11A12813A14A

687C8A9B10B
15C 16D
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@ L A,=714, means L, =714 +7
= 102

The missing number is 102.

€) Wort backwards from Suzie's answer:
32 subtract 8is24, then divide by 4 is 6
Suzie's number was 6.

[We can check this answer by substituting 6
back into the questionl
We could also have tried each of the choices
to find the number.

@ P.t,"rn is counting forwards by 8
This means 25,33, 41, 49,57,65, ...
The missing number is 65.

O Uring inverse operations, Amaya's number
will be found by the rule: 'Add 5 to '17 and
then divide by 2.'

@ Praa"rn is counting forwards by 6
This means 21, 27,33, 39, 45, 5"1, 57
The number is 51.

€) S".n uses the rule 'multiply top number by 3
and add 2'. Check some of the numbers:
6x 3 + 2=20; 11 x 3 + 2 = 35, etc.

@ rtA = 6, then 6 + 6 +O= 15, or
t2+O=15meansO=g

@ Ur" inverse operations: 3 times 8 is 24,
then divide by 6 is 4.
Gavin started with the number 4.

@ rh" sequence is the square numbers:
1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49
This means the missing numbers are 9
and 16.

@nr 45=2x +5means 40=2x
The missing number is 20.

@ fro, 64, subtract 8 gives 56 and then
divide by 8 which is 7.
Shari started with the number 7.

(D rh" pattern is 0.3,0.8, 1.3, 1.8, ...

@ Uring the rule :'bottom number = 30 minus
2 times top number' means
X = 30 -2x5

=30-10
= 20 This means X = 20.

ExceI

Your
Answers



skills

O:.2,0.9, r.6, 

-, 
_,3.7

t
.Vhat number goes here?
A0.7 82.3 C3

O ,s, 12,8,4, ...
.Vhat is the,sixth number in the pattern?
A-12 B-8 c4 DO

The rule used to complete the table is
'bottom number is double the top number
and then add 7' . What is the value of X?
A11 B"t2' c13 D14

-:re is a pattern of triangles made from matches:or iFil rFil\ iFfleil__-ll_\| lllr_) il:\s-\J
@ Ho* many matches are needed to make

5 triangles?
A10 811

(D+a*f]+5=13

be in Fig 4?

A13 814

o

ilgr
c 15

WEEKS-DAYI

O =-. ZA, 91, 

-
,'.1at is the missing value?
r13 B103 C104 D106

ai t ,,3,
V -, -, 

1t-r4)55
.i'hat is the missing value?

A; ,i c1

t
2nd

pattern

o
lst
The

Lh.
3rd 4th

dots continues.

O Uo* many dots would be in the 5th figure?
A 11 812 c13

I @ a table summarises the figures and dots.
Figure 1 2 3 4 5 6

Dots 1 3 6 10 X

What is the value of X?
A15 816 C18 D21

(Dzgs-[l=ao
What is the missing number?
A 209 B 211 C 219

@qrE- 2=18
What is the missing number?
A5 84 c2

@ lact< is thinking of a number. He doubles
it and adds six. His answer is twenty-four.
What was Jack's original number?
46 89 c12 D16

@ n af,irA of what number subtracted from
ten is the same as six?
46 89 c 12

What is the missing number?
A6 88 c1& D30
Lee started at 93 and .ornt"Norward by
5. His second number was 98. What is his
fifth number?
A5 8103 c108 D113

Here is a pattern of dots:

@ Ho* many dots will r
Fig 2

@ Wf i.f, figure will consist of 21 dots?
AFig5 BFig6 CFigT DFig8
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D 15

D 1l
5

D 3.2

c 12 D 15

D 229

D10

D 15

Fig 3

D16

B

D

op 3 5 9

3ottom X 17 25

O rh" diagrams are used to complete a table.
Triangles 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Matches 3 5 7 9 X

What is the value of X?
A13 816 c17

Which is correct?
AX=27andY=43
C X=27andY=35

D24

X=23andY=35
X=27andY=33

Top 12 17 22 X 32

Bottom 48 43 38 28



-' -n is making this pattern of triangles using
- ::ches:tF:vl=vwVx

\\-u4_______-l_!_______-Y{._____-\

-: summarised the information in the table:
Triangle 1 2 3 4 5 6

Matches 3 5 7 X

O Wf,"t number replaces the X? Hint

WEEKs.DAVI

in the bottom row. What rule did Sean use?

A add '14 to the top number
B multiply top number by 3 and add 2
C multiply top number by 4 and minus 4
D multiply top number by 5 and minus 10

@ loot< at tfris number sentence:

,*A+O=157

D18A9

A6

B 12 C 13

BB

@ l, q, 

-, -,25,36,49A5and10
C 10 and '15

value? Hint 4
A 15 B 20

B 9and
D Tand

c25 D30

D6c5B4A3

1

2

16
10

c"t2 D2B

rd

B8A7

O s""n used the same rule on each number
in the top row to get the number below it

Top 6 11 16 21

Bottom 20 35 50 65

O Ho* many matches are needed to make 10
lf A = 6, what is the value of the Oz

@ Cavin starts with a number. He multiplies
it by 6 and then divides by 8. His answer is

3. What number did Gavin start with?
A2 B 3 C 4 D 6

O Wf,"t is the missing number in this number What are the missing numbers?

€) Suzie was thinking of a number. She said @ rt +s = z ,l-l + 5, what is the missing
that if you multiplied the number by 4 and
then added 8, the answer would be 32.
What was Suzie's number? Hint 3 @ Sf,ari thought of a number. She multiplied

@ f"ti wrote this number pattern.

A6 849 C51 D55

triangles?
A20 821 C26 D30

O tt arlrn continues the pattern, how many
matches would he need for 50 triangles?
A51 '881 C86 D101

sentence? 7 xL=714 Hint 2
Write your answer in the Oox, f-l

25, 33, 41, 49, ...
lf the rule remained the same, what was
Kali's sixth number in the pattern?
A8 B48 C 55 D6s

O R*"y, thought of a number. When she
doubled her number and subtracted 5, her
answer was 17. Which of the following
statements shows the correct way to work
out Amaya's number?
A Divide 17 by 2 and add 5

B Multiply 17 by 2 and add 5
C Add 5 to 17 and then multiply by Z
D Add 5 to 17 and then divide by 2

21, 27, 33, 39, , 57

t
What number goes here?

@ il;.;; ;ffi;;;"ffi;J'^,,'",., ; Hint 1: y:::22:,i::: numbers to devetop a rute and
then aoolv it.

uin?z: rhe inveie coperation of mLltiplication is

it by 8 and then added 8. Her answer was
64. What number did Shari start with?
A7 88 C9 D 16

Start with 0.3 and count forward by 0.5.
Which pattern shows this rule?
A 0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9, ... B 0.3,0.9,'1.3, 1.9,...
c 0.3, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, ... D 0.3, 0.8, 1.2, 1.7, ...

@ T"r"r. used the rule 'Bottoilqrumber = 30
minus 2 times top number'to complete the
table. What is the value of X in the table?
Top 3 5 l1 13

Bottom 24 X 4

c10 D20

division.
Hint 3: SomSilmes it is easier to substitute the choices

into the question to find the correct one.
Hint 4: The inverse operation of addition is subtraction.
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